Inverted repeat sequences can influence the melting transitions of linear DNAs.
The influence of inverted repeat sequences on the melting transitions of linear DNAs has been examined. Derivative melting curves (DMC) of a 514 base pair (bp) DNA, seven subfragments of this DNA, and four other DNAs have been compared to predictions of DNA melting theory. The 514-bp DNA contains three inverted repeat sequences that can form cruciform structures in supercoiled DNA. We refer to these sequences as c-inverted repeats. Previous work showed that the DMC of this DNA, unlike a number of other DNAs, is not accurately predicted by DNA melting theory. Since the theoretical model does not include hairpin-like structures, it was suggested that hairpin or cruciform formation in these inverted repeats may be responsible for this discrepancy. Our results support this hypothesis. Predicted DMCs are in good agreement with DNAs with no inverted repeats, or inverted repeats not evident in supercoiled DNA. Differences between the theoretical and experimental Tm's are less than or equal to 0.3 degrees C. DNA molecules that contain one or more of the three c-inverted repeats are not as accurately predicted. Experimental Tm values are lower than predicted values by 0.7-3.8 degrees C. It is concluded that some inverted repeat sequences can form hairpin-like structures during the melting of linear DNAs. These structures appear to lower overall DNA stability.